Ez cover is a new faster & cheaper way to cover school exercise books. Made with some recycled content, our covers can be used over & over again.

Our cover sizes fit all Australian school exercise books. Covering all your school books will take about 5 minutes and we provide 12 free name/subject labels with every order. Postage is $3 for any-sized order, anywhere in Australia.

Do the maths, at $1.20 each, our covers are cheaper, quicker better for your school and better for Australia.

★ 5c PER COVER DONATED TO YOUR SCHOOL
★ SAVE TIME
★ SAVE MONEY
★ SAVE THE PLANET

★ Increase our donation to your school from 5c per cover to 10c per cover. First select your school from the dropdown box then enter this code: ZFA186 when ordering online

★ Cover all your child’s books this year with ez covers …then use them again next year.

ONLY AVAILABLE ONLINE
WWW.EZCOVER.NET.AU
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